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                        **Walk-in estimates are Tuesday-Friday 2pm-4pm only**
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										8:00AM - 5:00PM
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													This business is truly one of a kind. Yimmy and Andy are amazing and so helpful. They got my car fixed an entire week before the estimated deadline, and even took the time and effort to have my car cleaned and ready for pickup. Great service and willing to work with you!

												


												Emi Figoras
, 03/07/2023
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													Outstanding work, great customer service, and fair pricing. I couldn't take this particular car just anywhere, so I spent weeks looking around for a good shop. Yimmy's is friendly, honest, timely, and skilled. There's a reason this shop gets such great ratings!

												


												Andrew Bonanno
, 03/04/2023
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						Get free Coupons


						Take advantage of these great offers!
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Yimmy's Body Shop
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						3070 Michigan Avenue
Suite A
Kissimmee, FL 34744
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Call today at 407-932-4551 or come by the shop at 3070 Michigan Avenue
Suite A, Kissimmee, FL, 34744. Ask any car or truck owner in Kissimmee who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Yimmy's Body Shop.
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